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Measurments

1) Spot-checks of parts of the building envelope, for example a floor divided

into parts by temporary stud walls with plastic film

2) Measurement of building parts

3) Measurement of a whole floor and techniques to identify leakage sources

with smoke machine and infrared camera
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- Spot checks, temporary box, smoke machine
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- Testing of individual building parts
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- Testing of a whole floor

Date Floor nr Envelope area Pressure in test 

(Pa)

Leakage flow (l/s) Air permeability at 

50 Pa (l/s, m2)

2014-02-09 15 2267 -50 930 0,41
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- Qualitative results as well as quantitative results can be used to improve 

the building process

- Smoke visualisation in combination with thermal imaging gives a good 

understanding for most people were the leakage is and if it is large or 

small

- Qualitative results does not relate to the goal for air-tightness that the 

project aim to achieve.

- Measurement of air-tightness of a whole floor is connected to some major 

difficulties as the potential leakage area is large and possible air-leakage 

to other floors through shafts etc. are many. The results from the 

measurement can be improved if it´s possible to perform back pressure on 

the adjacent floors.
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- The results show, after that the air-tight measurements was started, that 

the building process has improved. A clear work preparation description 

can be a way to achieve a better standardization of the work. The work 

preparation should include figures and photos that show how different 

constructions should be sealed and what should be done if the plastic is 

broken.

- Another problem to achieve an air-tight building is that nevertheless the 

building is air-tight after the construction work, there is still a problem with 

other entrepreneurs that provide electrics or ventilation that might broke 

the air-sealing

- Last, a design that emphasise air-tightness is the first step to achieve an 

air-thigh building


